Due to new available Licensed Programs, these additional terms #1 supplement the Licensed Program Specifications for 3DEXPERIENCE R2020x and are an integral part of such Licensed Program Specifications. Except as expressly supplemented by these additional terms #1, all terms and conditions of the Licensed Program Specifications for 3DEXPERIENCE R2020x shall remain in full force and effect.

The Licensed Program Specifications for 3DEXPERIENCE R2020x together with these additional terms #1 (LPS) and the terms incorporated herein by reference (including terms referenced on a website) are an integral part of the license agreement between DS and Licensee (“Agreement”), which refers to this LPS. In the event of a discrepancy, inconsistency or contradiction between this LPS and the other terms of the Agreement, the provisions of this LPS shall prevail, but only with respect to the Licensed Programs to which this LPS applies. Licensee acknowledges that it has full knowledge of all the terms of this LPS and those incorporated herein by reference.

4. SUPPLEMENTAL TERMS

4.2 SPECIFIC PROVISIONS FOR CERTAIN LICENSED PROGRAMS

CATIA - 3DEXPERIENCE Design/Engineering business category

The following provisions supplement those of the corresponding section of the Licensed Program Specifications for 3DEXPERIENCE R2020x:

For each Piping & HVAC Automated Drafter (6NB-ABP, 6CB-ABP-C) Licensed Program, Users (and Extended Enterprise Users, as applicable) are granted the right to generate views. A view has to be understood as view that can be generated for drawing in a sheet through this Licensed Program. The number of views is defined in the Documentation and is specified and enabled on an annual basis. For terms different from one (1) year, the number of views is pro-rated. For terms of one (1) year or less, any unused views expire at the end of the term of the Licensed Program. For terms longer than one (1) year, the views are enabled every year on an annual basis until the end of the term of the Licensed Program; any unused views expire twelve (12) months after they are enabled.

DELMIA - 3DEXPERIENCE Manufacturing/Production business category

The following provisions supplement those of the corresponding section of the Licensed Program Specifications for 3DEXPERIENCE R2020x:

For operations experience projects, Licensee shall order the required number of Operations Experience COGS (100M Euro) (6MP-OEV) Licensed Programs to address the size of the business to be covered for these projects.
Moreover, to be able to use Operations Experience Manager (6NP-RFE) Licensed Programs, at least one (1) Operations Experience COGS (100M Euro) (6MP-OEV) Licensed Program is required.